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  Education is undoubtedly in FCB’s blood, and while their extensive 25 year portfolio includes excellent 
arts, housing and community projects, the fulfilment of the practice’s priorities is perhaps most explicit in 
their work for education. FCB design as users, and when designing places where people seek education, 
they repeatedly draw on collective personal experiences as students, parents and teachers.  

Rob Gregory, Architectural Review
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MMU Student Union



Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios

igher education is a highly significant area of work for eilden Clegg Bradley Studios  
e find our work in the sector to e oth sti ulating and rewarding   e en oy 

colla orating with institutions to develop espoke designs that address their specific 
pedagogical approaches.  In doing so, we aim to design projects that exceed clients’ 
expectations, enhance the facilities provided by those institutions, deliver value for 

oney and i prove the uality of life for those who use the   Our work has een 
acknowledged with a nu er of awards  including the high profile Stirling Pri e 
nomination for the Manchester School of Art and Design and the Prime Minister’s 
Award for the Business School at Manchester Metropolitan University.

e work across the igher ducation sector delivering co pletely new faculties  as 
well as centralised university functions such as libraries, student hubs and student 
unions   e have developed specific e perience in delivering specialist research 
buildings, including a range of biosciences and engineering laboratories.  We 
en oy our work in re purposing e isting uildings  oth historic and those fro  the 
late twentieth century.  Our expertise also includes developing estate strategies 
and masterplans, ranging from out of town campuses through to tight urban 
developments.   

e are currently working on a nu er of e citing and significant pro ects oth in 
the UK and overseas.  These include the £250 million city centre campus for the 
University of Ulster which is currently on site.  Construction has also just started on 
the Centre for Engineering Innovation and Excellence at the University of Toronto.  We 
are in the design stages for a Biosciences building for Edinburgh University, a new 
teaching and learning building for the University of Southampton and a Library for 
Roehampton University.

 

Manchester School of Art Stirling Shortlist 2014



01 | Campus Masterplanning The University in the City : The City in the University 
       University of Sheffield Masterplan

he University of Sheffield was founded in  and was one of the si  red 
rick  civic universities uilt efore the irst orld ar  he  estate has grown to 

350,000sqm with a population of 26,000 students and 7,000 staff. The central 
ca pus stretches etween the city centre and the leafy western su ur s of Sheffield  
The wider estate reaches to all corners of the city, and includes student residences, 
sports facilities and manufacturing research facilities.

FCBStudios, with Grant Associates, have produced a Masterplan that involves 
the develop ent of a pu lic real  strategy  which will define the character of the 
University uarter  while also enhancing the integration of the ur an ca pus  with the 
city.  

The last ten years have seen a transformation of the city centre’s public realm, in 
particular the old oute  a high uality pedestrian a is through the city connecting 
its key pu lic spaces and uildings  ter inating at the university ca pus edge  he 
character of the ca pus pu lic real  is weak in contrast to oth the city centre and 
its own uilding stock

The Masterplan includes a study of all potential development sites within the campus 
to meet future growth, a transport strategy focusing on improving public transport 
links through the site and thus reducing parking  and a sustaina ility strategy for oth 
the landscape and site wide energy distri ution   

University of Sheffield Masterplan



IDENTITY
 unified and identifia le e ternal real

INTEGRATION
Positive gateways to the city

COHESION
Knitting together the campus

GROWTH
efining develop ent opportunities

POSITIVE MOVEMENT
Pedestrian and cyclist connectivity

A SUSTAINABLE CAMPUS
 landscape character defined y sustaina ility

GREEN SPACE
 route defined y e isting and new green spaces

LEARNING SPACE
Outdoor learning connecting teaching facility

University of Sheffield Masterplan



02 | Refurbishment euse : efresh : ethink 
       Richmond Building Bristol University

FCBStudios were appointed by the University of Bristol to refurbish and extend the 
ich ond Building  a  purpose uilt ho e for the Student Union in the Clifton 

conservation area. The 16,000sqm building contains a wide range of facilities over 
seven oors  including office and teaching space  a  person perfor ance space  
a swimming pool, theatre and bars. 

he co ination of re using the e isting uilding and radically i proving how it 
operates has resulted in the achievement of a BREEAM Excellent rating. The new 
gla ing design  co ined with new layouts  also allows a shift fro  echanical to 
natural ventilation for many of the spaces, helping the project to better meet the 
University’s exacting sustainability targets.

   FCBS committed to a truly engaged and collaborative approach that went far 
beyond the functional in order to understand our complex organisation, meet our 

e ers and stakeholders and listen to our vision for the future  t the outset of the 
pro ect CBS were pivotal in undertaking a consultation e ercise with our e ers 
that has infor ed all our thinking a out the design  hey understand the i portance 
of this pro ect to UBU as we look to shape our organisation for the future and have 

een key in ensuring the uilding will eet our aspirations   have often said that our 
relationship with FCBS has been the single most important factor in the success of 
the project.

Ben Pilling, Director of Development, Bristol Student Union

“
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Richmond Building Bristol University
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FCBStudios recently won the architectural competition to design a series of specialist 
lab buildings, a new hub space and associated connecting atria. The commission also 
includes the major renovation and recladding of an existing 1960’s laboratory tower 
at the centre of the School of Biological Sciences’ Campus. The FCBStudios team is 
supported y Belfast ased architectural practice Ostick and illia s  to provide la  
expertise and WYG for all engineering services.

The University of Edinburgh has sought to modernise the Darwin Lab building for 
a number of years. The current proposal envisions the building’s major renovation 
and recladding to improve the prominent building’s appearance and environmental 
performance.

The renovation of the 10,000sqm 10 storey tower, the development of two other 
lab buildings totalling 4,300sqm, a new 2,000sqm hub building containing meeting 
roo s  offices and catering facilities  and a large connecting atriu  offers the 
opportunity for the SBS to consolidate their research activities in new facilities that, by 
virtue of their ad acencies  support colla oration and cross disciplinary work  

his is a significant pro ect for CBStudios as it uilds on the la oratory work 
completed for London Centre of Nanotechnology at UCL and Imperial Colleges. This 
is also the first a or co ission for the practice in Scotland

03 | Specialist Spaces Centres for Research 
       School for Biological Sciences, Edinburgh

   The design proposals and delivery approach developed by Feilden Clegg Bradley 
Studios aligned with the aspirations of the School to use the redevelopment of 
the School’s estate to strengthen its world leading position in biological research. 
The selection committee was excited by the character of spaces and architectural 
ambition of their winning scheme.

Cliff Barraclough, Estates Development Manager

“

“

School for Biological Sciences, Edinburgh



School for Biological Sciences, Edinburgh



Understanding each University’s ambitions and how they wish to project themselves 
is key to our developing espoke designs for the   Co ined with the particularities 
of each site  we have developed a range of uildings that seek to e press different 
characteristics, from the overt and ambitious to the calm and timeless.  Two 
contrasting projects are illustrated: one in Leeds and the other in Toronto.

Broadcasting Place: Leeds Beckett University
Broadcasting Place is a striking i ed use develop ent close to Leeds city centre   
public/private partnership for property group Downing and the University, it provides 
appro i ately s ft of new offices and teaching spaces  and  student 
residences in a land ark uilding rising to so e  storeys  

The building was conceived to have a strong extrovert character to be a symbol of 
innovation and ambition for the University.  It was envisaged as a catalyst for change 
in a part of the City that has suffered fro  the fracturing effects of post war highway 
development. 

The Centre for Engineering Innovation and Entrepreneurship: University of Toronto
The CEIE is a brand new facility at the heart of the University of Toronto’s city centre 
ca pus  t is a cross disciplinary research hu  serving all the engineering faculties 
from heavy mechanical engineering through to computer engineering. It is located on 
George Street in the historical heart of Toronto. 

Placing a uilding of the re uired si e on this constrained site has re uired careful 
consideration of its for  and visual appearance   Stacking the acco odation 
in an eight storey building of cubic proportions, a simple, classical and timeless 
approach has been further expressed in the elevations, its pavilion appearance sitting 
comfortably amongst its neighbours.

04 | Iconography and Identity Symbols of Timelessness and Change
       Broadcasting Place & CEIE University of Toronto

Broadcasting Place  Leeds Beckett University



AWARDS
 C BU  Best all Buildings wards  Best all Building Overall
 C BU  Best all Buildings wards  Best all Building in urope
 L  irates wards  Best Mi ed Use Building ward

2010 RIBA Award
 orkshire Property wards  Best Co ercial evelop ent
 Leeds rchitecture wards  Best ew Building

    Bold and beautiful, the building has made a big and positive impact on 
this area of central Leeds.

Professor Chris Bailey, Dean of the faculty of Arts and Society

“

“

Broadcasting Place  Leeds Beckett University



The Centre for Engineering Innovation and Entrepreneurship – University of Toronto



CBStudios were appointed to work with nkro  Moisan rchitects  for the University 
of Washington in Seattle, on feasibility studies for two student housing schemes on 
sites at the estern edge of the University Ca pus  overlooking Portage Bay with 
distant views of Mount Rainier.

With the appropriate site agreed upon we were retained to help bring forward 
designs for the sche e  whose rief was for  edspaces and  car parking 
spaces. The Architectural Commission for the University went on to give high praise 
for “an exemplar project” in a district of the campus which was undergoing much 
redevelopment.

The student community is composed of a collection and aggregation of spaces 
of a range of scales, from the individual study bedroom to shared apartments. 

part ents are organised around routes of vertical circulation e edded in fingers of 
acco odation   he pu lic real  takes all the students to the key circulation routes 
from their apartments, and is animated by the shared communal spaces which serve 
the student community, such as the coffee shop, Great Room, laundry, and shared 
music and study rooms.

When the University relocated to the campus in the late 1800’s the site was seen as 
a ge  set in silvery waters  our design reponds to this particular site which en oys 
the views of water, adjacent communities and bridgescapes, which characterise the 
Seattle landscape  he esterly outlook is do inated y University Bridge and the 
nterstate ighway  to the South is the freshwater of Portage Bay and Lake Union

   CB was highly colla orative and creative and worked well with local architects and 
subconsultants.  They delivered a program and design which exceeded our quality 
and aesthetic expectations and was delivered on time and at budget.

Robert T. Lubin, Assciate Director Housing and Food Services, University of Washington

05 | Student Living Creating Communities 
       University of Washington Student Housing
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University of Washington Student Housing



University of Washington Student Housing



University of Washington Student Housing



Manchester Metropolitan University’s new Business School and Student Hub was its 
ost significant real estate invest ent since the s  he spectacular new uilding 

replaces an outdated business faculty at its Aytoun site.

The new 23,000sqm facility accommodates 5,000 students and 250 staff and is 
innovative in its environmental solution, its structure and its materiality.  A unitised 
dichroic glass envelope playfully casts shards of multicoloured light across the 
concrete interior  uch like a giant kaleidoscope

The Business School encompasses formal teaching spaces, while The Hub offers 
a vi rant street caf  a ience where students trade ideas and knowledge  t is the 
antithesis of the archetypal cloistered halls of academia.

   The MMUBS and Hub, and Art and Design both stand out as examples of best 
practice and I am convinced that the relationship between FCBStudios and MMU 
has been at the heart of good effective design and implementation of outstanding 
buildings.

Professor ohn Brooks  ice Chancellor

06 | Student Focused Education Social Learning 
       Manchester Metropolitan University Business School and Student Hub
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Manchester Metropolitan University Business School and Student Hub



AWARDS
2013 BCI Award: Prime Minister’s Better Public Building Award
2013 RIBA National Award
2013 Civic Trust Awards: Commendation
2012 Concrete Society Awards: Sustainability Award

 nternational Pri e for Sustaina le rchitecture  the assa Bortolo oundation taly

Manchester Metropolitan University Business School and Student Hub



Manchester Metropolitan University Business School and Student Hub



FCBStudios were appointed to complete a number of feasibility studies for the 
development of Manchester Metropolitan University’s Student Union. The studies 
included the refurbishment of their Oxford Road premises as well as assessing new 
build options on alternative sites. As a result of these studies, FCBStudios were 
appointed to complete the design for the new building adjacent to the Salutation pub 
and the School of Art and Design.

The building includes a main hall, bar, shop, activities and recreation studios, informal 
and for al eeting spaces as well as office space for student officers and union staff
he e ternal appearance of the uilding has een developed to re ect the Union s 

i portance as a cultural uilding  ts te tural  graphite rick fa ades contrast with the 
surrounding red rick architecture  while referencing the faience of the Salutation pu  
and the neigh ouring ictorian theatres  dance halls and picture houses

Internally, a rich interior contrasts with the exterior. A language of exposed structures 
and services  co ined with crafted etal and tile work  lends the uilding a ro ust 
yet decorative aesthetic that is appropriate to its use.

   Modern, vibrant and relevant to the lifestyle of our members. FCB’s holistic design 
allows students to e  the entire uilding to support an endless variety of activity  
ensuring every student can see he Union as a place for people like e

Matthew Robinson, Chief Executive, MMU Students Union

06 | Student Focused Education Social Learning 
       Manchester Metropolitan University Student Union
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Manchester Metropolitan University Student Union



AWARDS
2015 RIBA Regional Award

Manchester Metropolitan University Student Union



Manchester Metropolitan Univerity Student Union



he ive is the successful cul ination of a ground reaking partnership etween 
Worcester County Council and the University of Worcester to create a fully integrated 
public and university library. This is an idea completely new to the UK and highly 
innovative internationally. The Hive is also home to the county archives and record 
office  a local history centre  and the county s archaeology service

he task was to design a truly accessi le uilding that would not preclude any 
potential visitor or staff member using all the facilities. 

More than  people have signed up since its opening  arking a  per cent 
increase on the old Li rary  Book orrowing has een up y  per cent  and the 
project has been awarded a BREEAM Outstanding rating.

   he ive is a stunning success  Britain s first university and pu lic li rary is rilliant 
for our students while attracting and inspiring people throughout Worcestershire.

Professor avid reen  ice Chancellor

07 | Learning Resource Centres Reinventing the Library 
       The Hive, Worcester Library
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The Hive, Worcester Library



AWARDS
 CS wards  egional Midlands: esign  nnovation ward
 CS wards  egional Midlands: Co unity Benefit ward

2013 BCI Award: Sustainability Award 
2013 RIBA National Award
2013 RIBA Regional Sustainability Award
2013 Building Awards: Sustainability Project of the Year Award
2013 Civic Trust Award
2012 Partnerships Awards: Best Sustainability in a Project 

 Bentley Be nspired: nnovation in enerative esign: irst Pri e

The Hive, Worcester Library



The Hive, Worcester Library



Ulster University’s Greater Belfast Development heralds a move from its 1970’s 
su ur an ordanstown ca pus into Belfast s usy city centre  his arks a huge shift 
shift in UK university development trends, the aim with this new campus is to bring 
so ething genuinely fresh and forward looking to the city

s rchitect and lead consultant on this vi rant new land ark pro ect  CBStudios  
proposals feature three new University buildings providing 73,000sqm of academic 
accommodation in Belfast’s Scotch and Cathedral Quarter, an important emerging 
cultural district.

he sculptural articulation of the uildings takes its inspiration fro  the eauty of the 
surrounding Antrim Hills and Lough Nature Reserve.

FCBStudios have used these city surroundings as a device to respond to the site’s 
adverse ur an conte t  which is arked y a low th century scale and th century 
highways infrastructure.

The layout and design of these new buildings will provide learning environments 
that will e long life and loose fit  to allow for changing needs and new adaptations 
around a series of dramatic interior atrium spaces.

   This will be an open and accessible campus without iron gates or surrounding walls. 
e are keen that the entire co unity views this as their uilding  as their gateway 

into the city centre and not just the preserve of academics and students.

Professor ichard Barnett  ice Chancellor  Ulster University

08 | The Inner City Campus The High Rise Campus : Reinventing the City 
       Ulster University
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Ulster University



Ulster University



ollowing a co petitive interview process  CBStudios were appointed to work with 
Manchester Metropolitan University on this major extension of the Faculty of Art and 
Design. This is an historic site near the city centre, adjacent to the original School of 
Art, which was built in 1880 and included LS Lowry among its former students. 

A highly visible new vertical gallery space creates a new Window on the Arts for the 
aculty  t includes a spectacular new entrance gallery  circulation and e hi ition one  

and provides strong linkages oth vertically and hori ontally etween the e isting 
Chatham Tower and the new building. 

The gallery space acts as a shop window providing a showcase for the Faculty of Art 
and Design to the University and the City, while the hybrid studio spaces beyond offer 
e i le and adapta le space  appropriate for the changing needs of st century rts 

education.

FCBStudios were delighted that the School of Art was included on the Stirling 
Pri e shortlist in  as one of the si  est uildings in urope designed y B  
practices.

   Our new building was a chance to design a space with our Architects, Feilden 
Clegg Bradley  that cele rates the inter relation of our various fu y edged disciplines 
and encourage our st century students to work alongside each other and en oy the 
crossover rather than concentrating always on the differences. It is also a building that 
is proud of its product and shows the work to everyone who passes y

David Crow, Dean of Manchester School of Art

09 | Education for the Arts Catalyst for ew hinking  
       Manchester School of Art 
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Manchester School of Art



AWARDS
 Stirling Pri e Shortlist

2014 Education Estates Award HE project of the Year
2014 Schueco Excellence Award: Education
2014 RIBA National Award
2014 RIBA Award North West Regional
2013 Concrete Society Award: Best Education Building

Manchester School of Art



Manchester School of Art



Design and sustainability are inseparable to us and a natural part of our approach. 
Our early work for reenpeace and the B  confir ed us as leaders in the field and 
in  we will open the first ever B M Outstanding uilding in China   n the 
intervening period issues have changed, basic low energy design is more mainstream 
but our interest in embodied energy and our commitment to the wider social aspects 
of sustaina ility still ark us out as leaders of the environ ental ove ent in the 
design profession. 

The Library and archive building for the city and the University of Worcester is an 
exemple of our concerns for these wider aspects of sustainability. Through innovative 
para etric odelling developed in house we were a le to re ove  tonnes of steel 
in the roof y replacing it with cross la inated ti er  his saved  tonnes of 
CO2 compared with a concrete or steel alternative.

The building is cooled using water from the nearby River Severn, and a biomass 
oiler uses locally sourced woodchip to generate heat  By incorporating sustaina le 
easures such as these  the ive achieved an  rating fro  the PC and an award 

of Outstanding by BREEAM. Ongoing post occupancy studies of energy consumption 
with Max Fordham have ensured that it performs within its design targets.

   In recent years Feilden Clegg Bradley has cemented its reputation for sustainability. 
he practice consistently does outstanding work on a wide range of uilding types  all 

of which have been designed with sustainability at their core. 

udges  co ents  Sustaina le esigner of the ear  Building and U BC Sustaina ility wards

10 | Sustainability Greening the Campus 
       The Hive

“ “

he ive orcester Li rary  echnical design develop ent of the roof structures 
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Awards in Higher Education Sector

2015 RIBA Regional Award

2014 Stirling Prize Shortlist
2014 Education Estate Award

2014 AJ Retrofit Award

2014 Schueco Excellence Award

2014 RIBA National Award
2013 Concrete Society Award

2013 BCI Award for The Prime Minister’s Better Public Building 
2013 BCI Award for Sustainability

2013 RIBA National Award
2013 RIBA Award for Sustainability

2013 RICS Award Community Benefit and RICS Award Design and Innovation

2013 Building Awards Sustainable Project Of The Year

2013 Civic Trust Award
2012 Concrete Society Award

2010 RIBA Award
2010 Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat Award, Best Tall Building 

2008 RIBA Award

2005/06 Architect of the Year Award, Education Architect of the Year
2003 RIBA Award

2003 Civic Trust Award, Special Award for Sustainability

2002 Civic Trust Award
2000 RIBA Award

Manchester School of Art
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